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Opinion Writing: Brainstorming for Ideas

Purpose: Construct an “My Opinion” brainstorm chart to display a variety of student generated ideas for opinion 
writing.
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Purpose: Students not only verbalize their opinions, but can write them as well utilizing the “I like” book pages. 

Directions: Duplicate ten-fifteen copies of the “I like” blackline master. Cut along the dotted lined to make three 
student “I like” books. Repeat this process to make a book for each student.

Activity: Each day, the teacher selects a topic for opinion writing. The teacher and students brainstorm ideas 
and post on the “I like” brainstorm chart. Next, the teacher models writing an “I like” opinion sentence. Finally, 
students go to their seats to write their “I like” opinion sentences (student sample below).

Stage One: Opinion Writing about a Topic
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My Opinions
 Name____________________________

My Opinions
 Name____________________________

My Opinions
 Name____________________________
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 I l i ke   .

i
i

 I  l i ke   .

i
i

 I  l i ke   .
i
i
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Stage Two: Opinion Writing about a Topic

Purpose: Students independently identify topics for their opinions. They then draw pictures of their topics, say 
their opinions, then write them down.

Directions: Make each student an opinion writing booklet. Duplicate 10 copies of the writing paper (blackline 
master on next page), cut them in half (on dotted line), then staple together. 
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Stage Three: Opinion Writing about a Topic
Purpose: Students expand their opinion statements to include a reason.

Directions: Post the sliding sentence strip (see below), and pocket holder of reason charts for students to utilize 
when forming their opinions with reasons that are packed with flair and personality (voice). 

Please note: There are seven reason cards (one for each sense, an emotion card, and an action card). The follow-
ing page displays the cards with banks of interesting phrases students can use to write in their opinions.
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Stage Three: Opinion Writing about a Topic
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Stage Three: Opinion Writing about a Topic

Purpose: Students independently write opinions that include reasons.

Directions: Make each student an opinion writing booklet. Duplicate 10 copies of the writing paper (blackline 
master on next page), then staple together. 
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Name: _______________________________________________  Date: _______________________________________
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Stage Four: Opinion Writing about a Topic
Purpose: Students independently fill-in their stage four organizers that include a topic sentence (opinion state-
ment), two details (reasons that support their opinion), and a closing sentence (repeat opinion using different 
words). 
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Name: _________________________________________________________  Date: _____________________________________________
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  In my opinion, ____________________________.

Tell what you think of the topic.

Choose: 
To start,
To begin,

First,

______________,

.

______________,
Choose: 

Next,
Also,
Then,

.

Repeat your opinion, but use different words.

 

 

 I think _________________________________.
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Name: ____________________________________ Date: ___________________________________


